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Abstract
As we enter the next millennium, one of the most important legacies that we can leave to future
generations is an innovative, self-supporting educational/entertainment facility that continues to
capture and propagate the genuine excitement which accompanies the exploration and conquest
of space. This paper describes the objectives, content, and operation on one such facility, called
here the Galaxy Express™. It is envisioned as an ever-evolving multimedia educational/entertainment complex where visitors can come, explore, be entertained, learn, or simply be rejuvenated with a sense of human purpose and destiny.

Introduction
Throughout history, human nature, especially such important attributes as resourcefulness, intelligence, and creativity, has been forged and molded in the crucible of challenge and adversity. In
fact, human development cannot be fully achieved without challenge and growth. If the human
race is to continue to mature and prosper, it must acquire a sufficient resource base in the next
millennium, or else truly primitive situations will develop in which the very struggle for existence all
but displaces any capability for higher order development [1]. Exploitation of the space frontier
provides men and women of the future an infinite, limitless environment in which to continue to
develop and grow.
Civilization must have new frontiers, both physical and intellectual, in order to exist. For without
sufficient stimuli, individuals as well as societies would soon decline and eventually collapse [2].
Physical frontiers provide the living spaces and new materials with which to continue human
progress. Intellectual (or “spiritual”) frontiers provide the challenge, variety, adventure, and outlet
for creative energy, that make life purposeful and interesting. In a closed world civilization, that is
one without frontiers, no new ideas, technologies or cultures can develop; only variations of old
familiar themes will arise. Without space technology, without a focused and determined off-planet
expansion of human activities, we actually reject our ultimate role in the cosmic scheme of things.
We will have chosen to sit offstage, out of the light of the stars, and to perish quietly in the dark
recesses of an obscure portion of this Galaxy. This is what a closed world philosophy condemns
future generations to. But this is hardly the legacy that we should leave our children and all future
generations.

In sharp contrast to the philosophy of a closed world civilization, which promises nothing but diminished human growth and ultimate despair, is the philosophy of an open world civilization. Now is
a time unlike any previous moment in human history, because we can consciously make a focused decision to accept and use space technology to provide another long-term option for the
future of the human race. As if by some magnificent grand plan, the seeds of past human intellectual and technical activities: Newtonian mechanics, classical thermodynamics, the theories of electricity and magnetism, astronomy, material science, and a host of other attributes to the creative
human spirit, have germinated into a magnificent new era of technology - the Age of Space! With
space technology, human beings are inspired with a new sense of evolutionary purpose - a destiny
that lies among the stars. The ancient philosophical questions of: Who are we? and Where are we
going? now take on galactic significance and proportions.

The Interstellar Imperative
Before discussing the proposed approach to creating a new institution that can perpetuate and
espouse this important philosophy of an open world civilization as a natural pathway of human
development, let us briefly examine the different levels or types of “planetary” civilizations that
might occur within the Galaxy and see where “Earth” now fits on this relative scale of technological
development at the start of a new millennium.
According to some scientists, intelligent life in the Galaxy might be thought of as experiencing
three basic levels or types of technical civilization, when considered on an astronomical scale.
The Russian astronomer, N.S. Kardashev (while examining the issue of information transmission
by extraterrestrial civilizations in 1964), first postulated these three types of technologically-developed civilizations on the basis of their energy use. A (Kardashev) Type I civilization would represent a planetary civilization similar to the technology level found on Earth in the mid- to late- 20th
Century. The Type I civilization would command use of somewhere between 1012 and 1015 watts
of energy - the upper limit representing the amount of solar radiation being intercepted by a habitable planet in its orbit about the parent star. A Type I civilization would generally experience the
development of nuclear energy, electronics, and space flight. A Type I civilization might even be
gently stimulated by a primitive, but largely unappreciated, response to the interstellar imperative.
The interstellar imperative can be defined as a deeply rooted, perhaps genetic, drive that urges
technically intelligent creatures to explore the unknown - initially across their home planet’s surface, then out into their solar system, and ultimately across the interstellar void to neighboring star
systems. As a Type I civilization begins to emerge from its home planet and expands out into the
solar system around its parent star, the Type I civilization also transitions into the initial phases of
a Type II civilization [3].
A (Kardashev) Type II civilization would emerge from its home planet through advances in space
technology and extend its resource base throughout its solar system. The eventual “energy use”
upper limit of a Type II civilization might be taken as the creation of a Dyson sphere. A Dyson
sphere is a postulated cluster of habitats and structures placed entirely around a star by an advanced civilization to intercept and use essentially all of its radiant energy (typically 1026 to 1027
watts for a star like the Sun). What American physicist, Freeman J. Dyson, proposed in 1960 was
that an advanced, intelligent civilization would eventually develop the space technologies (e.g.,
planetary engineering, advanced propulsion systems, and advanced robotics technologies) necessary to rearrange the raw materials of all the planets in its solar system, thereby creating a more
efficient composite ecosphere around the parent star. Once this level of solar system civilization is

achieved, the search for additional resources, the continued pressures of growth, or even the
decline and pending death of the parent star would encourage interstellar migration. At this point,
purposeful, long-term commitments to interstellar voyages would mark the start of a (Kardashev)
Type III civilization.
A Type III civilization would be an interstellar civilization consisting at first of several star systems
and at maturity of a Galaxy-wide community scattered perhaps over millions of star systems. The
direct interaction with other intelligent star-faring species is another exciting possibility, which will
not be treated here. However, a mature Type II or an emerging Type III civilization should definitely be prepared for that possibility [4]. Using our Milky Way Galaxy as a model, a fully-developed Type III civilization would be capable of commanding energy levels of between 1037 and 1038
watts.
The important message here is that the human race has now developed the technical foundation
for initiating the second phase of planetary development - off-planet expansion of the human
resource base into the Solar System. Space technology allows us to accept a deeply-rooted,
cosmic challenge (i.e., the interstellar imperative) and become a Solar System civilization or Type
II civilization. This is a major evolutionary step for the human race, that requires not only advanced
technology, but also companion cultural, economic and social developments. How do we create
the flexible, yet stable, human institutions that are capable of planning and implementing projects
which span several centuries or even millennia? Current human institutions (governmental, industrial, or academic) seem hardly up to the task! For example, government planning and funding
cycles vary from year to year and election to election. Meanwhile, industry’s view of advanced
planning can often be satirically summarized as “deciding in the morning what to do after lunch.”
The current academic community (as a whole) appears no better configured to grapple with such
profound issues of change and far-term development. Many university programs find themselves
in a quagmire of bureaucracy and “tradition” (unhampered by progress). [5]
Where can a young person go today to first learn about the true potential space technology offers
humanity? Around what “campfire” can the elder generation (of “tribal technologists”) effectively
share and transfer not only the lessons learned from numerous space missions but also the dream
of a human destiny among the stars to the youthful (“hunter-gatherers”) who will follow? Is a new
institution needed to help us transition to a Type II civilization? If so, what form shall this institution
take? How will it operate? And how will it be funded?

The Galaxy Express™
The Galaxy Express™ is proposed as an ever-evolving multimedia educational/entertainment
complex (located in Central Florida). The prime objective of this new institution is to promote the
vision of space as an integral part of human development and to share this vision with generations
of humans from around the globe over the next century (and beyond). Figure 1 highlights some of
the basic features of this self-supporting facility, as it emerges over the next century or so to
stimulate and coincide with the creation of our Solar System Civilization. It is NOT envisioned as
a government-owned facility, but rather will work with all interested governments on the planet.
Furthermore, it is NOT a purely academic facility, but will work (cooperatively) with all interested
academic institutions, ranging from kindergarten through post-graduate education-levels. Finally,
it is NOT solely a profit-driven entertainment complex. Rather, it will an entertainment and space
business complex operating under strict rules of revenue-sharing established within its founding

charter. Under these pre-established revenue-sharing rules, a fixed portion of the revenues from
space tourism and commercial space activities will be allocated for use in those traditionally “high
risk” areas of space technology that are most often orphaned by shortsighted budget cuts. Innovative educational activities (especially involving K-12 teachers), guest scholar programs, and
leading-edge “white-paper” studies could also be funded out of this revenue stream. These
exciting intellectual activities would be managed and conducted by an non-profit component (e.g.,
the Galaxy Foundation) of the Galaxy Express™ complex.
For example, a group of elementary school art and music teachers could be provided a special
two-week scholarship program at the Renaissance Teacher Training Center to explore, firsthand
(at the Symphony of the Planets Art and Music Center), the role of space in future art and music.
Several guest scholars, located in the To the Stars Innovation Center could be funded to study the
issue of asteroid impact and planetary ecology. The results of their study could lead to the establishment of a permanent Asteroid Detection/Warning/Negation Complex that would be operated
during Phase Two and Three of the Galaxy Express™ complex. And experts from around the
world might be invited to work with the Mission-to-Planet-Earth Environmental Center to suggest
and demonstrate ways of using remote sensing satellites to support global food security and the
monitoring of environmental treaties. All of these (and many other similar) activities would also be
communicated to millions of “space tourism” visitors, as part of the general site experience.
World-class virtual reality and simulator facilities would share the experience of space exploration
in the Space Tourism Center. Commercial activities would be initially conducted at the To The
Stars Innovation Center - a high technology incubator facility focusing on the creative application
of aerospace technologies to solve a host of terrestrial problems.
As the Galaxy Express™ complex evolves into Phase Two, a full-scale (working) model lunar
base would not only help prepare for human and robotic activities on the lunar surface, but would
also be available to vividly communicate these activities to scientists and the general population
on Earth [6]. At this point, space tourism might even develop an exciting new dimension as terrestrial visitors were given the opportunity at the Galaxy Express™ complex to actually participate in
exploring the lunar surface with teleoperated robot explorer vehicles. Other specialized centers
would be involved in scholarly or commercial pursuits that directly supported the development of a
mature TYPE II civilization (e.g., the search for extraterrestrial intelligence or Earth/Moon system
commerce). Then, in Phase Three of the Galaxy Express™, a full-scale model Martian base
would help develop the necessary technical, social, and political tools to support a true Solar
System Civilization. While the first Martian settlers were toiling on the surface of the Red Planet,
this model Martian base would be used to communicate their adventures to guests and scientists
back here on Earth. Almost unnoticed perhaps. because of the excitement surrounding the Mars
surface base activities, participants in the Beyond Mars Horizon Mission Planning Center would
already be planning those activities necessary to move humans explorers and their intelligent
machines to the outer edges of the Solar system and beyond [7]. Space tourism on Earth would
be helping pave our pathway to the stars!
Why revenues from tourism? Since the end of the Cold War, tourism (a “trillion-dollar” a year
industry) has replaced the arms industry as the major component of world commerce. The dictionary describes tourism as: (a) the practice of traveling for pleasure; and (b) the business of providing tours and services for tourists (i.e., persons traveling for pleasure). A somewhat literal interpretation of the expression space tourism might be taken to mean: the practice of traveling into space
for pleasure; the business of providing outer space tours and services for tourists. While this literal
interpretation of the expression, space tourism, might seem well beyond today’s space technology

levels - space tourism was actually identified about two decades ago as a potential (though longterm) form of space commercialization [8]. Until the establishment of permanent human settlements in space, space tourism (for most of us “terrans”) must take on the more restrictive, terrestrial connotation of: the practice of traveling for pleasure to locations on Earth with historic or
contemporary displays of aerospace artifacts, hardware, activities or facilities.
Tourism is Florida’s most important industry. In 1996, over 42 million persons visited the state and
about 44 million visitors are projected for 1997 [9]. If a facility like the proposed Galaxy Express™
were to earn a net-revenue income from each visitor to Florida of just one dollar (on the average),
this would amount to over $ 44 million in net-revenue in 1997 [7]. Linking this type of educational/
entertainment complex to a bustling tourism economy provides the discretionary seed monies
necessary to promote the philosophy of an open world civilization.
The Galaxy Express™ complex, as summarized in Figure 1, can follow several implementation
pathways. It can evolve in conjunction with existing tourism facilities in Central Florida or it can
started as a new complex. Either approach has certain potential disadvantages. These include
clashes of institutional cultures, the need for large-scale initial funding, and disagreements involving return-on-investment objectives. But all human institutions have been created by people to
accomplish certain objectives. If existing institutions cannot accomplish new objectives, then they
can, in principle, either be modified or replaced by new institutions that are more suitable to the
task. The creation of our extraterrestrial civilization is a monumental task that will span a millennia
or more. It is quite unreasonable to assume that any of today’s institutions (within government,
industry or academia) are fully capable of responding to this task. A new institution with selfsustaining revenue streams, an open world philosophy, and mutually-beneficial links to contemporary institutions, may be what is required to trigger and channel the planetary renaissance that
a Solar System civilization represents.
Initial development pathways for the Galaxy Express™ complex could include government-driven
activities, science community/research driven activities, and commercially-driven activities [especially involving Florida’s visitor industry and the efficient (commercial) diffusion and utilization of
contemporary aerospace technologies.] A more distant evolutionary pathway for this facility has it
serving as the “terrestrial” center for Solar System Civilization learning and commerce. This facility, with proper planning, nurturing, and a creative organizational structure, can also become the
major portal through which the resources of the Solar System are properly stewarded by future
generations. Many of tomorrow’s pioneers and poets, artists and astropoliticians, and aerospace
engineers and scientists, will have their initial face-to-face meeting with the Universe at the Galaxy
Express™. How they respond to the cosmic invitation extended to them at this special facility will
help write human history for the next millennium. As the name, Galaxy Express™, implies, the
stars are our destination and the fully evolved complex proposed here can become our “preparatory school” for accelerated participation in such galactic pursuits.
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Galaxy Express™
(Evolutionary Phases)
• Phase One
-

Mission-to-Planet-Earth (MTPE) Environmental Center
Symphony of Planets Art and Music Center
To The Stars Innovation Center
Space Tourism Center (Space Station; SSTO)
Renaissance Teacher (Science and Arts) Training Center

• Phase Two
-

Lunar Base Model (full scale)
Earth/Moon System Commercial and Legal Center
Lunar Tourism (via telerobotics/virtual reality simulators)
Center for Gravitational Biology
Center for Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI)
Asteroid Detection/Warning/Negation Complex

• Phase Three
-

Mars Surface Base (full scale)
Interplanetary Tourism (via telerobotics/virtual reality)
Other World Enclosures (OWEs)
Center for Planetary Engineering
Solar System Civilization Commercial and Legal Center
Beyond Mars Horizon Mission Planning Center

Figure 1

